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Abstract 

 

Although music and other forms of art can develop in diverse directions, they are linked to the 

genetic profiles of populations. Analysis of music related human traits using the methods of 

genomics revealed that genetic loci containing genes for inner ear development, auditory pathways 

and cognition are linked to musical aptitude. Analysis of the human transcriptome after listening to 

music and music performance plus genome wide analysis of the selection regions in the human 

genome uncovered the activities of genes affecting hearing, birdsong, cognition and language 

development. These data suggest that music and language share a common evolutionary 

background. In addition, identification of several genes (e.g. SNCA, RGS2, RGS9) known to 

contribute to dopaminergic metabolism support the role of the dopaminergic pathway as a mediator 

of the effects of music in the human body.  

 

 

Key words: birdsong, cognition, dopamine, evolution, gene, genome wide analysis, inner ear 

development, music, musical aptitude, transcriptome   
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Genomic approaches to study human traits  
  

Each cell in human body contains 46 chromosomes, made up of ~3 billion nucleotides containing 

about 20,000 individual genes (Dixon-Salazar & Gleeson 2010). Of the 20000 genes, to date the 

functions of 4000 genes have been uncovered (www.omim.org). About 1.5% of the genome 

encodes amino acids that form the building blocks of human tissues and organs, the proteins. The 

human cerebral cortex is made up of ~20 billion neurons, each of which makes an average of 

7,000synaptic contacts (Dixon-Salazar & Gleeson 2010). The human brain exhibits a higher 

expression of genes for synaptic transmission and plasticity and higher energy metabolism 

compared to other primates (Cáceres et al 2004). The genomic approaches enable the study of 

biological phenomena in an unbiased and hypothesis-free fashion, without any knowledge of the 

biological background of the phenotype of interest (Lander 2011). Molecular genetic analyses can 

be applied to study human traits based on their molecular properties rather than anatomic regions. 

The utility of next generation sequencing technology has facilitated the identification of individual 

genetic variants (“genetic selfies”) with decreasing cost (Lindor et al, 2017). This has been 

exemplified in medical research, where thousands of genes that cause inherited diseases or 

predisposition to common diseases have been identified.  

Molecular genetic studies are based on Mendelian rules, knowing that children inherit half 

of their genes from their mother and half from their father. The inherited variants remain the same 

during their entire lives. This is the unique strength of DNA studies in the identification of genetic 

variants associated with human traits. Using statistical methods genetic loci and alleles can be 

identified in the human genome that are associated with the trait under study. Genes with their 

pathways located in the associated regions are the candidate genes whose functions can explain the 

biological characteristics of a trait under study.  Environmental factors (life-style) can affect the 

expression and regulation of genes. The effect of the environmental triggers on the expression and 

regulation of the genes can be studied for example by RNA- and  microRNA-sequencing in humans 

and model organisms.  Methods of genomics and bioinformatics can be applied to combine the 

above data to identify genes and alleles, their regulation and pathways linked to musical aptitude 

and music-related behavioral traits (e.g. music education, listening, performing, creating music). 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.omim.org/
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Figure 1. The mode of inheritance of human traits spans from monogenic, i.e. caused by a single 

gene to multifactorial inheritance caused by numerous predisposing variants and environmental 

factors. Based on genetic and genomics studies musical aptitude is inherited as a multifactorial trait 

for which both predisposing genetic variants and exposure to music as an environmental factor are 

needed (Pulli et al 2008; Park et al 2012; Oikkonen et al 2015).     

 

Musical aptitude as a biological trait  

 

Musical practices represent distinctive cognitive abilities of humans. In biological (genetic) terms, 

musical aptitude represents a complex cognitive trait in humans where the function of the auditory 

pathway (inner ear, brain stem, auditory cortex) and several brain regions are involved. Music is 

sound that is recognised by hair cells in the inner ear. These sounds are transmitted as electrical 

signals through the midbrain to the auditory cortex. About 1% of all human genes have a function in 

hearing, of them at least 80 are known to cause hearing loss (http://hereditaryhearingloss.org/) ( 

Atik et al 2017). Brains are naturally very sensitive to environmental exposure to music (Perani et 

http://hereditaryhearingloss.org/
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al, 2010) and music training (see e.g. Herholz and  Zatorre 2012; Koelsch 2010).  This sensitivity is 

age-dependent similarly to language (White et al, 2013, Penhune & de Villers-Sidani 2014) or  

vocal learning in songbirds (Rothenberg et al 2014). The sensitivity may be linked to emotional 

content characteristic to musical sounds that have their effect on human body functions (Nakahara 

et al 2011, Salimpoor et al 2011). However, the molecular mechanisms and biological pathways 

mediating the effects of music remain largely unknown.  

 

It may be that the ability to detect musical sounds serves as a prerequisite for appreciating music. 

This ability is called musical aptitude in this article. Musical aptitude can include abilities, for 

example, to perceive and understand intensity, pitch, timbre and tone duration, and the rhythm and 

structure they form in music. Carl Seashore has developed a battery of tests consists of six subtests 

that measure pitch, intensity, time, consonance, tonal memory, and rhythm (Seashore et al, 1960). 

The Seashore tests for pitch (SP) and for time (ST) consist of pair-wise comparisons of the physical 

properties of sound, and are used to measure simple sensory capacities such as the ability to detect 

small differences in tone pitch or length. Karma has developed a test to measure the structure of 

music that includes recognition of melodic contour, grouping, relational pitch processing (Karma 

1994). The auditory structuring ability can be defined as the ability to identify temporal aspect in 

time (detecting sound patterns in time) (Karma 1994). Similar kind of pattern recognition is found 

in many other fields like sport and poetry (comprising language and speech) that resembles “gestalt 

principles” in recognition of music structure (Justus and Hutsler 2005).  In zebra finches, 

identification of acoustic features of song syllables (pitch and timbre) and the species specific 

typical gap durations (rhythm) between song syllables are detected by different neural cells (Araki 

et al 2017). Temporal coding of intersyllable silent gaps seems to preserved when birds are exposed 

to different song environments suggesting that temporal gap coding is innate and species specific 

whereas syllable morphology coding is more experience dependent (Araki et al, 2017). In fact, the 

detection of gaps resembles the detection of pauses in music structure in humans. This is related to 

understanding tones with time that evokes anticipatory responses because of the cognitive 

expectations and prediction cues involved in listening to music (Salimpoor et al., 2015). In fact, 

combined music test scores (KMT; SP, ST) were normally distributed among participants with no 

specific music education (Oikkonen and Järvelä 2014) suggesting that the ability to detect pitch, 

time and sound patterns is common in populations with no music training. Abilities that animals 

exhibit without the need for training are referred to innate traits. The possession of a natural musical 

ability may explain why musical practices are common and present in all societies.   
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It has been observed that musicianship clusters in families. How much is this aggregation due to 

genetic and/or environmental factors, exposure to music?  Several studies have been performed to 

analyse the inheritance of musical traits. In a twin study using a Distorted Tunes Test (DTT) (the 

subjects’ task was to recognize wrong tones incorporated into simple popular melodies) the 

correlation between the test scores was 0.67 in monozygous and 0.44 in dizygous twins (Drayna et 

al, 2001). The heritability (defined as the proportion of the total variance of the phenotype that is 

genetic, h2=VG/VP, where VG is genetic variance and VP is the overall variance of the phenotype) 

of the auditory structuring ability test (Karma Music Test, KMT) was 0.46 in the Finnish families 

examined (Oikkonen et al, 2015). Carl Seashore’s subtests of pitch (SP) and time discrimination 

(ST) measure the ability to detect small differences between two sequentially presented tones. The 

heritability scores are 0.68 and 0.21 for SP and ST, respectively. The heritability of combined 

KMT, SP and ST scores COMB was 0.60 (Oikkonen et al, 2015).  The heritability of pitch 

perception test (PPA) that is based on singing was 40% (Park et al, 2012). A genetic component has 

also been demonstrated in rare music phenotypes such as congenital amusia and absolute pitch (AP) 

(Perez et al, 2007; Baharloo et al, 2000). Congenital amusia is often referred to as “tone deafness” 

and is a disorder in which a subject's ability to perceive or produce music is disturbed. A recent 

family aggregation study showed that the sibling relative risk (λS,) was estimated to be 10.8, which 

suggests a genetic contribution to the trait (Peretz et al., 2007). Another extreme trait is absolute 

pitch (AP). AP refers to the ability to identify and name pitches without a reference pitch, and the 

sibling relative risk (λS) has been estimated to range from 7.8 to 15.1 (Baharloo et al, 2000).  In fact, 

music perception belongs to a class of human cognitive abilities that has been shown to be highly 

familial. In the Finnish families, 52% of the professional musicians had one or both parents who 

were also professional musicians (Figure 2).    
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Figure 2. Parental music education is related to children’s music education. High music education is 

common among parents of professional musicians (n=100). With permission from Petri O Peltonen. 

 

Evolution of musical aptitude  

Evolution is based on genetic alleles that are transmitted through generations during history. Music 

cultures can develop in diverse directions but they are linked to the genetic alleles in the human 

genome. These alleles are responsible for biological determinant human traits. Favourable alleles 

are enriched in the gene pool showing high allele frequencies associated with the beneficial trait, 

whereas damaging alleles that cause harmful effects tend to disappear from the gene pool. The 

universality of music in all societies suggests that beneficial alleles do underlie music-related 

behaviour.  However, it is not known what distinguishes humans from primates with regard to 

musical ability and what are the biological determinants underlying artistic cognitive traits. 

It is notable that modern humans have an auditory centre that functions identically to that of the first 

primates that lived millions of years ago (Parker et al 2013). Adaptive convergent sequence 

evolution has also been found in echolocating bats and dolphins (Montealegre et al 2012), 

implicating that numerous genes are linked not only to hearing but also vision.  Interestingly, 

several birdsong genes were shown to be upregulated when listening to and performing music (Guo 

et al. 2007; Horita et al.2012; Kanduri et al, 2015a, 2015b; Pfenning et al 2014). These data suggest 

that the machinery to facilitate the hearing of sounds is highly conserved. It facilitates 
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communication via sounds important for the survival of humans and other species. Vocal learning 

in song birds shows similar features to those found humans (Araki et al 2017). Recent studies on 

songbirds have shown that there exist two different types of brain cells in the bird auditory cortex, 

these register song syllables in zebra finches (Araki et al 2017). One type identifies the acoustic 

features of song syllables (pitch and timbre) that are affected more by the environment whereas the 

other type detects the species specific typical gap durations (rhythm) between song syllables which 

are preserved (Araki et al, 2017).   

 

Advanced cognitive abilities are characteristic of humans and are likely to be more the recent result 

of positive selection (Sabeti et al 2006). For example, FOXP2 has been implicated in human speech 

and language has been under positive selection during recent human evolution (Enard et al 2002). 

As genetic evolution is much slower than cultural evolution, we and others (Honing et al 2015) 

hypothesize that the genetic variants associated with musical aptitude have a pivotal role in the 

development of music culture. In comparison, in songbirds, the evolution of song culture is the 

result of a multigenerational process where the song is developed by vertical transmission in a 

species-specific fashion suggesting genetic constraints (Lipkind andTchernichovski 2011). This 

emphasizes the importance of the selection of parental singing skills and their genetic  

background in evolution.  

 

According to the Mendelian rules half of the genes are directly inherited to the offspring. In fact, 

genetic component is larger as the other half of the genes that are not transmitted to the children 

shape the parental behaviour and affect the children’s development. Concordantly, Hambrick et al 

2014 have shown that training music is responsible for about 30% of music performance in 

professional musicians implying that other factors including genes have a larger effect. In a 

Swedish twin study it was found that willingness to practice music is an independent personality 

trait that has a high heritability (40-70%) (Mosing et al 2014).  These results point to a greater and 

independent role of genetic factors contributing to music perception and practice.     

 

Genomic approaches can be used to identify the regions of positive selection in the human genome. 

Variations in the music test scores of auditory structuring ability (Karma Music Test; KMT), Carl 

Seashore’s subtests of pitch (SP) and time discrimination (ST) suggest that the alleles may have 

been targeted for selection. When testing three methods for selection, haplotype based methods 

haploPS, XP-EHH, and the allele frequency based method FST in the combined phenotype of three 
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music test scores shown above (COMB), hundreds of genes were found in the selection regions (Liu 

et al, 2016). Several of them were known to be involved in auditory perception and inner ear 

development (DICER1, FGF20, CUX1, SPARC, KIF3A, TGFB3, LGR5, GPR98, PAX8, COL11A1, 

USH2A, PROX1). The findings are consistent with the convergent evolution of genes related to 

auditory processes and communication in other species (Montealegre-Z et al, 2012; Parker et al, 

2013; Zhang  et al, 2014). Some genes were known to affect cognition and memory (e.g. GRIN2B, 

IL1A, IL1B, RAPGEF5) and reward mechanisms (RGS9). Interestingly, several genes were linked to 

song perception and production in songbirds (e.g, FOXP1, RGS9, GPR98, GRIN2B, VLDLR). Of 

these GPR98 expressed in the song control nuclei of the vocalizing songbird (zebra finch) has been 

found to be under positive selection in the songbird lineage (Pfenning et al., 2014).  

 

Some hypothesis could be constructed based on previous biological knowledge about the identified 

genes. FOXP2 has been implicated in an inherited language disorder (Lai et al, 2001) that causes 

disturbances in the ability to detect timing (rhythm) but not pitch in music (Alcock et al, 2000). This 

is concordant with the different brain cells that are responsible for pitch and timing in songbirds 

(Araki et al, 2017).  FOXP1 and another candidate gene VLDLR, a direct target gene of human 

FOXP2 (Vernes et al, 2007; Ayub et al, 2013), belong to the singing-regulated gene networks in the 

zebra finch. VLDLR, very-low-density lipoprotein receptor (Vldlr) is a member of the Reelin 

pathway, which affects learned vocalization (Hilliard et al, 2012).  GRIN2B is associated with 

learning, brain plasticity and cognitive performance in humans  ( Kauppi et al. 2011) and belongs to 

the 10 prioritised genes in convergent analysis of musical traits in animals and humans (Oikkonen 

et al 2016). 

 

RGS9 is expressed in the striatum and belongs to the regulator of G-protein signalling (RGS) gene 

family that play a key role in regulating intracellular signalling of G-protein coupled receptors, such 

as dopamine. The data support the previous findings of the role of dopaminergic pathway and its 

link to the reward mechanism as molecular determinants in the positive selection of music 

(Salimpoor et al, 2011). This preliminary study identified a huge amount of functionally relevant 

candidate genes which underlie the evolution of music. Further studies may give a more accurate 

picture after methods to analyse polygenic selection become available (Qian et al, 2013). 

 

Genome-wide linkage and association analyses of musical traits 
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For assigning genetic markers associated with a trait such as musical aptitude the definition of the 

phenotype is required.  As musical aptitude is a complex cognitive trait, it is likely that its 

individual components have distinct molecular backgrounds. Each of these component 

(subphenotype) can be analysed separately and they can also be combined.    

 

In a genome wide study of musical aptitude nearly 800 family members were defined for auditory 

structuring ability (Karma Music Test, KMT) (Karma 1994) and perception of pitch and time 

(Seashore 1960) in music and a combined test score of all the three aforementioned test scores 

(COMB). When the family material was analysed for 660 000 genetic markers several genetic loci 

were found in the human genome (Oikkonen et al., 2015).  The identified loci contained candidate 

genes that affect inner ear development and neurocognitive processes, which are necessary traits for 

music perception. The highest probability of linkage was obtained at 4q22 (Oikkonen et al 2015). 

Earlier, chromosome 4q22 was found in a smaller family material using microsatellite marker scan 

(Pulli et al 2008). The strongest association (in unrelated subjects) was found upstream of GATA 

binding protein 2 (GATA2) at chromosome 3q21.3. GATA2 is a relevant candidate gene as it 

regulates the development of cochlear hair cells (Haugas et al 2010) and the inferior colliculus (IC) 

(Lahti et al 2013) important in tonotopic mapping i.e., the processing of sounds of different 

frequency in the brain. Interestingly, GATA2 is abundantly expressed in dopaminergic neurons 

(Scherzer et al, 2008) that release dopamine during emotional arousal to music (Salimpoor et al, 

2011).  Several plausible candidate genes were located at 4p14 with the highest probability of 

linkage in the family study (Oikkonen et al 2015).  The pitch perception accuracy (SP) was linked 

next to the protocadherin 7 gene (PCHD7), expressed in the cochlear (Lin et al., 2012) and 

amygdaloid (Hertel et al., 2012) complexes.  PCHD7 is a relevant candidate gene for pitch 

perception functioning in the hair cells of the cochlea that recognize pitches (Gosselin et al, 2007). 

The amygdala is the emotional centre of the human brain affected by music (Koelsch 2010). 

Interestingly, the homologous gene PCDH15 also affects hair cell sensory transduction and together 

with cadherin type 23 (CDH23)( another candidate gene at chromosome 16 ) form  a tip-link with 

each other in sensory hair cells (Sotomayor  et al., 2012). Moreover, the Pcdha –gene cluster was 

found in the CNV-study of musical aptitude (Ukkola-Vuoti et al, 2013). Platelet-derived growth 

factor receptor alpha polypeptide (PDGFRA) is expressed in the hippocampus (Di Pasquale et al, 

2013), associated with learning and memory. The  potassium channel tetramerisation domain 

containing 8 (KCTD8) is expressed in the spiral ganglion of the cochlea (Metz et al 2011). KCTD8 

also interacts with the GABA receptors GABRB1 and GABRB2, of these, GABRb1 protein is 

reduced in schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and major depression, diseases that severely affect 
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human cognition and mood regulation (Fatemi et al, 2013). Cholinergic receptor, nicotinic alpha 9 

(neuronal) (CHRNA9) (Katz et al, 2004) and the paired-like homeobox 2b (PHOX2B) (Ousdal et al, 

2012) on chromosome 4 also affect inner ear development. In addition, PHOX2B increases 

amygdala activity and autonomic functions (blood pressure, heart rate, and respiration) that are 

reported to be affected by music (Blood & Zatorre 2001).  The genome-wide analyses performed on 

Mongolian families using the pitch perception accuracy (PPA) test identified a partly shared genetic 

region on chromosome 4q  (Park et al, 2012). The statistically most significant locus found in a 

genome-wide linkage study of absolute pitch (AP) is located at 8q24.21 (Theusch et al, 2008).  The 

results suggest that musical aptitude is an innate ability that is affected by several predisposing 

genetic variants (Figure 1).   

 

Genome-wide copy number variation (CNV) analysis revealed regions that contain candidate genes 

for neuropsychiatric disorders were associated with musical aptitude (Ukkola-Vuoti et al, 2013). A 

deletion covering the protocadherin-a gene cluster 1–9 (PCDHA 1-9) was associated with low 

music test scores (COMB) both in familial and sporadic cases. PCDHAs affect synaptogenesis and 

maturation of the serotonergic projections in the brain and Pcdha mutant mice show abnormalities 

in learning and memory (Katori et al  2009).  

 

The effect of music perception and performance on human transcriptome 

 

Music acts as an environmental trigger. Numerous studies have shown that listening to and 

performing classical music has an effect on the human body (Blood & Zatorre 2011; Salimpoor et 

al, 2011). When comparing genome wide RNA expression profiles before and after listening to 

classical music and after a “music-free” control session, the activity of genes involved in dopamine 

secretion and transport (SNCA, RTN4, and SLC6A8), learning and memory (SNCA, NRGN, NPTN, 

RTN4) were enhanced (Kanduri et al., 2015a). Of these genes, SNCA (George et al 1995), NRGN 

(Wood et al 2008) and RGS2 affect song learning and singing in songbirds (Clayton 2000) 

suggesting a shared evolutionary background of sound perception between vocalizing birds and 

humans. It is noteworthy that the effect of music was only detectable in musically experienced 

listeners. The lack of the effect of music in novices could be explained by differences in the amount 

of exposure to music that is known to affect brain structure and function (Elbert et al, 1995; Gaser 

and Schlaug 2003), unfamiliarity with the music (Salimpoor et al, 2009), or musical anhedonia 

(Martínez-Molina et al, 2016). In addition, listening to music increased the expression of the target 
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genes of the dopaminoceptive neuronal glucocorticoid receptor (NR3C1), which increases the 

synaptic concentration of dopamine linked to rewarding and reinforcing properties (Ambroggi 

2009). It is of note that NR3C1 is also a key molecule in the regulation of addictive behaviour.  

 

Music performance by professional musicians involves a wide-spectrum of cognitive and multi-

sensory motor skills, whose molecular basis is largely unknown. The effect of music performance 

on the genome-wide peripheral blood transcriptome of professional musicians was analysed by 

collecting RNA-samples before and after a 2-hr concert performance and after a ‘music-free’ 

control session. The up-regulated genes were found to affect dopaminergic neurotransmission, 

motor behaviour, neuronal plasticity, and neurocognitive functions including learning and memory. 

Specifically, performance of music by professional musicians increased the expression of FOS, 

DUSP1, SNCA, catecholamine biosynthesis, and dopamine metabolism (Kanduri et al, 2015b). 

Interestingly, SNCA, FOS and DUSP1 are involved in song perception and production in songbirds. 

Thus, both listening and performing music shared partially the same genes as those affected in 

songbird singing. It is noteworthy that although the brains of songbirds are small they have a double 

density neuron structure compared to primate brains of the same mass. Thus, the large number of 

neurons can contribute to the neural basis of cognitive capacity (Enard 2016). 

 

In both listening and performing music (Kanduri et al., 2015a, 2015b) one of the strongest 

activations was detected in the  alfa-synuclein gene (SNCA), which has a physiological role in the 

development of nerve cells and releases neurotransmitters, especially dopamine from the 

presynaptic cells (Schulz-Schaeffer, 2010). Dopamine is responsible for motor functions and genes 

known to affect growth and the plasticity of nerve cells and the inactivation of genes affecting 

neurodegeneration (Kanduri et al., 2015b). SNCA is located in the best linkage region of musical 

aptitude on chromosome 4q22.1 and is regulated by GATA2 residing at 3q21, the region with the 

most significant association with musical aptitude thus linking the results of the GWA- study and 

transcriptional profiling studies to the same locus (Oikkonen et al., 2015; Kanduri et al., 2015a, 

2015b) (Figure 4). GATA2 is abundantly expressed in dopaminergic neurons and binds to intron-1 

of endogenous neuronal SNCA to regulate its expression. The results are in agreement with 

neurophysiological studies where increases in endogenous dopamine have been detected in the 

striatum when listening to music (Blood & Zatorre 2001). Interestingly, SNCA is a causative gene 

for Parkinson’s disease (with disturbed dopamine metabolism) (Petrucci et al, 2016) and variations 

in SNCA predispose to Lewy-body dementia (Peuralinna et al, 2008).   
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Figure 3. The results of DNA- and RNA-studies of music-related traits converge at chromosome 

4q22. The alpha-synuclein gene (SNCA) upregulated by listening to music (Kanduri 2015a) and 

music performance by professional musicians (Kanduri 2015b) is located at the most significant 

region of musical aptitude (Pulli et al 2008; Park et al 2012; Oikkonen et al 2015) and regulated by 

GATA2, associated with musical aptitude (Oikkonen et al 2015).  

 

Listening to music and music performance had partially different effects on gene expression. Some 

genes such as ZNF223 and PPP2R3A were down-regulated after music listening but up-regulated 

after music performance (Kanduri et al 2015a; Kanduri et al, 2015b). ZNF223 is a zinc-finger 

transcription regulator and similar to an immediate early response gene (IEG) ZNF225 (also known 

as ZENK, EGR1) that regulates the song control system of songbirds (Dong & Clayton 2008). 

PPP2R3A, abundantly expressed in the striatum, is known to integrate the effects of dopamine and 

other neurotransmitters (Ahn, et al, 2007).  Other IEGs such as FOS and DUSP1 that are known to 

be responsible for the song control nuclei of songbirds were up-regulated only after music 

performance (Kanduri et al, 2015b), but not music listening (Kanduri et al, 2015a).  Many other 

song perception-related genes in songbirds like RGS2 were found to be differentially regulated after 

listening to music, but not after music performance (Kanduri et al 2015a; Kanduri et al, 2015b).     

The reasons for the differences are plausibly due to e.g. different type of musical activity and 

different study subjects.   

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Dong%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19125865
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At the molecular level, auditory perception processes have been shown to exhibit convergent 

evolution across species (Sotomayor et al, 2012; Zhang et al, 2014). Among them is 

protocadherin15 (PCDH15), also found in human genome-wide association study of musical 

aptitude (Oikkonen et al. 2015). Also, gene expression specializations have been detected in the 

regions of brain that are essential for auditory perception and production, both in humans and 

songbirds (Pfenning et al, 2014; Salimpoor et al 2011; Whitney et al, 2014). 

 

Convergent analysis  

 

Integration of data from various species helps to prioritize genes most relevant to the phenotype. A 

rich literature exists about genes affecting the vocal learning of different species, especially 

songbirds (Clayton 2013; Pfenning et al. 2014) and recently, data has been gathered about candidate 

genes associated with human musical traits (Park 2012; Pulli 2008; Oikkonen 2015; Kanduri 2016a, 

2016b; Liu et al 2016).  When ranking the hitherto known data about the candidate genes found in 

musical aptitude, music listening, and performance with genes identified in vocalizing animal 

species, data about brain and tissue specific molecules and pathways can be utilized, which is not 

possible in human studies alone. Convergent analysis of genes identified in vocalizing animals and 

human music-related traits revealed that the most common candidate genes were activity dependent 

immediate early genes (IEGs) including EGR1, FOS, ARC, BDNF and DUSP1 (Oikkonen et al, 

2016). IEGs respond to sensory and motor stimuli in the brain. Of these, EGR1 is widely expressed 

in brain regions that affect cognition, emotional response and sensitivity to reward in the rat (Duclot 

& Kabbaj 2017). EGR1 is upregulated by song perception and production in songbirds (Avey et al, 

2008; Drnevich, et al, 2012). Interestingly, EGR1 is the only highly ranked gene in all human 

phenotypes like music listening, music performing and musical aptitude. In contrast, PHIP, 

noradrenalin and NR4A2 were ranked among the top molecules in the whole sample as well as 

within music listening studies, but not within music performance (e.g. singing) related studies, 

whereas DUSP1, PKIA and DOPEY2 were the top genes specifically in music practice. These 

results support at least partially different molecular backgrounds for music-related processes. FOS 

and DUSP1 were activated when professional musicians played a concert (Kanduri 2015a). Other 

candidate genes like FOXP2 and GRIN2B have been shown to be critical for vocal communication 

in songbirds (Haesler et al, 2004) and cognitive development including speech in humans (Hu et al 

2016)  and they are located in the selection regions for musical aptitude (Liu et al, 2016). There are 
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still limitations in comparative studies as the avian genomes contain  only ~70% of the number of 

the human genes (Zhang et al 2014). 

 

Convergent evidence for genes involved in functions like cognition, learning, memory have been all 

reported in music-related activities (Liu et al, 2016). Several pathways were identified describing 

the interaction and function of the identified genes. Among them, the CDK5 signalling pathway  

regulates cognitive functions in the brain. Interestingly, the MEK gene, a member of the CDK5  

signalling pathway is necessary for song learning in songbirds (London & Clayton 2008). There is a  

partially shared genetic predisposition for musical abilities and general cognition (Mosing et al,  

2014; Mosing et al, 2016). Human cognitive capacity has evolved rapidly, therefore it is highly  

likely that human-specific pathways and genes may underlie human musical abilities.  

Obviously, cognition related genes are a plausible group of candidate genes for elucidating the more  

recent evolution of music-related traits. 

 

Biological background of creative activities in music 

 

Creativity in music is essential part of the development of music culture and industry.  Creative  

activity in music, composing, improvising or arranging is common  (Oikkonen et al 2016). 

Some evidence for the biological basis of creativity in music has been obtained from brain imaging  

studies where composing (Brown et al. 2012) and improvising musical pieces are shown to affect  

several regions in the brain such as the medial prefrontal cortex, premotor areas and auditory cortex  

(Limb et al 2008; Dietrich and Kanso 2010; Liu et al  2012). Listening to music has been shown to  

increase dopamine in a human PET study (Salimpoor 2011). 

 

So far, genomics approaches have been rarely applied to creative activities in general or specifically  

in musical activities. Dopaminergic genes appeared to be upregulated in genomic studies of musical  

aptitude and related traits (Oikkonen et al, 2015; Kanduri et al, 2016a; Kanduri et al, 2016b), some  

of them, such as FOS and FOXP2 have also been found in songbirds (Murugan et al 2013; Nordeen 

et al 2009). The dopamine D4 receptor gene (DRD4) is an interesting candidate for creativity in 

music. It mediates dopamine signalling at the neuronal synapses.  Two of its signalling variants (7R  

and 2R) have been associated not only with novelty seeking and altruism, but also financial risk  

taking and heavy drinking: This kind of behaviour can be seen as a sensitivity towards the 

influences from the environment (Kitayama et al 2016). It may be that the carriers of the 7R/2R 
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variants have the capacity to adopt new ways of behaviour such as to create new music (Kitayama 

et al 2016) (Fig. 4). This may serve as an example how genetic variants can affect culture evolution  

(Kim and Sasaki 2014). In fact, many composers are known to have composed music describing the  

actual occurrences in the society. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Several music-related traits are found to be linked to dopaminergic metabolism. 

 

Based on a large epidemiological study from Sweden, individuals in creative professions were more  

likely to suffer from bipolar disorder (Kyaga et al 2011) and creative professions were  

overrepresented among the first-degree relatives of patients with neuropsychiatric disorders (e.g.  

schizophrenia and bipolar disorder) indicating familial co-segregation of creativity and  

neuropsychiatric disorders (Kyaga et al  2013).  When the known genes and alleles associated with  

neuropsychiatric disorders (Lee et al 2013; Schizophrenia Working Group of the Psychiatric  

Genomics Consortium 2014) were analysed among artistic professions including musicians, the risk  

alleles were more prevalent in the artistic professions (Power et al 2016). When professional 

musicians played a traditional classic concert several genes reported to be  mutated in 

neuropsychiatric or neurodegenerative diseases were  be affected (Kanduri et al 2015b). This 

finding may reflect creative activities plausibly linked to the music performance. Thus, molecular 
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genetic studies give evidence that artistic creativity and neuropsychiatric disorders are partially 

shared by the same predisposing genetic variants. Creativity is likely rewarding whereas diseases 

cause suffering. It is currently not known which of the numerous risk alleles of neuropsychiatric 

disorders are required and which are the individual family and environmental protective or risk 

factors that underlie the complex phenotype like creativity and neuropsychiatric disorders.  

 

Conclusions 

 

Empirical research on the biological background of music-related human traits has been introduced 

using genomics methods. Genes affecting inner-ear development, dopaminergic systems, learning 

and memory were found as candidate genes for musical aptitude, listening and performing music. In 

addition, the several genes previously known to affect vocal learning of songbirds were identified as 

candidate genes for music perception and practice. Activity dependent immediate early genes 

(IEGs) were the most commonly ranked genes by humans and songbirds in convergent analysis. 

IEGs like EGR1 are critical mediators of gene-environment interactions characterized by rapid and 

dynamic responses to neuronal activity and reward related synaptic plasticity (Duclot & Kabbaj 

2017), also reported in music-related studies (Schneider et al, 2002; Salimpoor et al., 2011).  IEGs 

could thus serve as plausible candidate genes to mediate the effects of music as an environmental 

factor. Replication studies and studies using epigenomics methods are warranted to further elucidate 

the biological background of music-related traits.  
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